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Abstract
Generalizing the notion of polynomial 2-cocycles, a homological approach to the identi3cation
of normal subgroups determined by two-sided ideals in group rings is developed. In particular,
trans3nite dimension subgroups, i.e., the subgroups determined by the trans3nite augmentation
powers are investigated.
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1. Introduction
It is well-known that low-dimensional group homology provides a useful tool for the
study of lower central series, dimension subgroups and augmentation powers [2,10,16].
Our aim in this paper is to extend these methods to the study of trans3nite augmentation
powers and more generally to the study of two-sided ideals in group rings and the
normal subgroups determined by them.
After giving some preliminaries and basic results due to Hartley [6] and Jennings [7]
in Section 2, we study in Section 3 a generalization of polynomial 2-cocycles [10] for
a group G and trivial G-module M . For an arbitrary two-sided ideal a of the integral
group ring Z[G], this notion leads to certain subgroups Pa;a(G;M) ⊆ Pa(G;M) of the
second cohomology group H 2(G;M) which are useful in the identi3cation of normal
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subgroups of G determined by two-sided ideals in Z[G] (see Theorem 4). The subgroup
Pa(G;M) is always contained in the image  a(G;M) of the inCation homomorphism
H 2(G=Da(G); M) → H 2(G;M), where Da(G) = G ∩ (1 + a); we study when equality
holds.
The subgroups P	
(G)(G;M) de3ned by the trans3nite integral augmentation powers
	
(G) provide an increasing 3ltration of H 2(G;M). In view of the relationship with
the dimension subgroups D
(G) = G ∩ (1 + 	
(G)), of particular interest is the case
when M is a divisible Abelian group. We prove (Theorem 5) in Section 4 that if G
is a nilpotent p-group with D!(G) = 1, then P	!(G);	!(G)(G;Tp) = H 2(G;Tp), where
! denotes the 3rst limit ordinal number and, for a prime p, Tp denotes the p-quasi-
cyclic group. From this analysis, we conclude that D!+1()=1 for any torsion nilpotent
group  (Corollary 4).
In Section 5, we study the case of rational coeHcients. It turns out for any group G
and integer n¿ 1, P	n(G)(G;Q)= 	n(G)(G;Q). We give a characterization (Theorem 8)
for the equality
⋃∞
k=1 P	k (G)(G;Q)=H 2(G;Q) to hold. Extending the result of Jennings
[7] for the dimension subgroups Dn;Q(G) of G over Q, we prove (Theorem 9) that,
for any group G and integer n¿ 1, the dimension subgroup D!+n;Q(G) coincides
with !+n;Q(G), the corresponding term in the rational lower central series of G. We
conclude with an illustrative example, namely, the trans3nite augmentation powers of
the fundamental group of the Klein bottle.
2. Preliminaries
For a group G, the trans5nite lower central series {
(G)} of G is de3ned induc-
tively as follows:
1(G) = G; 
+1(G) = [
(G); G] for any ordinal number 
;
and
(G) =
⋂

¡

(G); if  is a limit ordinal;
here for subsets H;K of G, [H;K] denotes the subgroup of G generated by the com-
mutators [h; k]=h−1k−1hk (h∈H; k ∈K). The trans5nite rational lower central series
{
;Q(G)} of G is de3ned as follows:
1; Q(G) = G; 
+1;Q(G) =
√
[
;Q(G); G] for any ordinal number 
;
and
;Q(G) =
⋂

¡

;Q(G) if  is a limit ordinal;
where, for a subset H of G,
√
H = {x∈G | xm ∈H for some integer m¿ 1};
and Q denotes the 3eld of rational numbers.
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If R is a commutative ring with identity, we denote by R[G] the group ring of G
over R, and by 	R(G) its augmentation ideal. The trans5nite augmentation powers
	
R(G) are de3ned as follows [8]:
	1R(G) = 	R(G); 	

+1
R (G) = 	


R(G)	R(G) + 	R(G)	


R(G)
and
	R(G) =
⋂

¡
	
R(G)
if  is a limit ordinal. Thus, for instance, if n is a natural number and ! denotes the
least in3nite limit ordinal, then
	n!R (G) =
⋂
m
	(n−1)!+mR (G);
where m runs over all natural numbers. In the case of the integral group ring Z[G] we
drop the suHx R and write simply 	
(G) in place of 	
R(G).
We denote by D
;R(G) the dimension subgroup G ∩ (1 + 	
R(G)) of G over R:
D
;R(G) = G ∩ (1 + 	
R(G)):
It is easy to see that 
(G) ⊆ D
;R(G) always, and 
;Q(G) ⊆ D
;R(G) provided Q ⊆ R.
It may be mentioned that another de3nition of the trans3nite augmentation powers
was used in [3], where it was de3ned inductively as follows:
	1R(G) = 	R(G); 	

+1
R (G) = 	


R(G)	R(G)
and as intersection of the preceding terms in the case of a limit ordinal. We call these
augmentation powers as the right augmentation powers and denote them by J	
R(G).
It is easy to see that J	
R(G) ⊆ 	
R(G) for any group G and ordinal number 
, but the
converse, in general, is not true (see Example 2).
We recall some well-known results about augmentation powers and dimension sub-
groups which we use in this paper.
Theorem 1 (Jennings [7]). For any group G,
(i) Dn;Q(G) = n;Q(G) for all integers n¿ 1.
(ii) 	!Q(G) = 	(!;Q(G))Q[G].
To state the next result we recall the notation of Hartley [6]. Let G be a nilpotent
group, T its torsion subgroup. Then T=
∏
p Tp, where p runs over rational primes and
Tp is the p-torsion component of T . Denote by G(p) the set of elements of in3nite
p-height in G, by G∗(p)=T the set of elements of in3nite p-height in G=T and by
Tp(p) the set of elements of in3nite p-height in Tp.
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Theorem 2 (Hartley [6]). If G is a nilpotent group, then, with the above notations,
(a) 	!(G) =
∑
p (	(G(p))	(Tp) + 	(G
∗(p))	(Tp(p)) + 	(D!(Tp)))Z[G].
(b) If there is no prime p such that (i) G=T contains a nontrivial element of in5nite
p-height and (ii) T contains an element of order p, then
	!(G) = 	!(T )Z[G]:
(c) D!(G) = D!(T ), [D!(T ); T ] = 1.
3. Generalized polynomial 2-cocycles
Let a ⊆ 	(G) be a two-sided ideal of the integral group ring Z[G] and let M be
a trivial G-module. Consider the following classes of maps on G × G. A normalized
2-cocycle f :G × G → M is said to be a left (resp: right) a-2-cocycle if the linear
extentions to Z[G] of the maps ly :G → M , y∈G, (resp: rx :G → M , x∈G), de3ned
by ly(x) = f(x; y), x∈G (resp: rx(y) = f(x; y); y∈G) vanish on a. We denote by
Pa(G;M)l (resp: Pa(G;M)r) the subgroup of H 2(G;M) consisting of the cohomol-
ogy classes represented by the left (resp: right) a-2-cocycles. Furthermore, we denote
by Pa;a(G;M) the subgroup consisting of those cohomology classes which possess
representative 2-cocycles which are both left as well as right a-2-cocyles.
As a varies over the augmentation powers 	
(G), 
 any ordinal number, we obtain
an increasing 3ltration of H 2(G;M):
0 = P0(G;M) ⊆ P1(G;M) ⊆ · · · ⊆ P
(G;M) ⊆ · · · ⊆ H 2(G;M);
where P
−1(G;M) = P	
(G)(G;M)l. This 3ltration has been studied in [11] for 3nite
ordinals.
We begin by considering the case when M is a divisible Abelian group. In this
case the two subgroups Pa(G;M)l and Pa(G;M)r of H 2(G;M) coincide. The proof is
essentially the same as given in [11] where it is proved that, for all integers n¿ 1,
Pn−1(G;T) is equal to the image of the homomorphism
Ext1G(	(G)=	
n(G);T)→ Ext1G(	(G); M) (=H 2(G;T))
induced by the natural projection 	(G)→ 	(G)=	n(G), where T denotes the additive
group of rationals modulo 1. More precisely, we have
Theorem 3. Let G be a group, a ⊆ 	(G) an arbitrary 2-sided ideal of Z[G] and M
a divisible Abelian group regarded as a trivial G-module. Let  :Ext1G(	(G)=a; M)→
Ext1G(	(G); M) be the map induced by the natural projection 	(G)→ 	(G)=a. Then,
Pa(G;M)l = Pa(G;M)r = im( ):
Proof. The short exact sequences 0 → a → 	(G) → 	(G)=a → 0 and 0 → 	(G) →
Z[G] → Z → 0, yield the following commutative diagram with exact rows
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and columns:
0 0 0



0 −−−−−→ 	(G)⊗ a −−−−−→ Z[G]⊗ a −−−−−→ a −−−−−→ 0



0 −−−−−→ 	(G)⊗ 	(G) −−−−−→ Z[G]⊗ 	(G) −−−−−→ 	(G) −−−−−→ 0



0 −−−−−→ 	(G)⊗ 	(G)=a −−−−−→ Z[G]⊗ 	(G)=a −−−−−→ 	(G)=a −−−−−→ 0



0 0 0
where all tensor products are over Z and the G-action is diagonal. On applying the
functor HomG(−; M) to this diagram, we obtain the following commutative diagram,
again with exact rows and columns:
HomG(Z[G]⊗ 	(G)=a; M) −−−−−→ HomG(	(G)⊗ 	(G)=a; M) 1−−−−−→ S



HomG(Z[G]⊗ 	(G); M) −−−−−→ HomG(	(G)⊗ 	(G); M) 2−−−−−→ H 2(G;M)
3





HomG(Z[G]⊗ a; M) −−−−−→ HomG(	(G)⊗ a; M) −−−−−→ Ext1G(a; M)
where S = im{HomG(	(G) ⊗ 	(G)=a; M) → Ext1G(	(G)=a; M)}. From the spectral
sequences ([1], p. 351) argument, as in [11], it follows that the group Ext1G(Z[G] ⊗
	(G)=a; M) = 0. Therefore, the map 3 is an epimorphism. The map 2 is an epimor-
phism due to the step-by-step resolution as observed in [11], while the map 1 is an
epimorphism by construction. It then follows easily that
Pa(G;M)r = ker(
) = im( ):
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In view of the isomorphism 	(G) ⊗ 	(G)=a  	(G)=a ⊗ 	(G), it similarly follows
that Pa(G;M)l also equals im( ), and the result is proved.
In view of the preceding Theorem we drop the suHx and write simply Pa(G;M)
instead of Pa(G;M)l or Pa(G;M)r .
Let a ⊆ 	(G) be a two-sided ideal of the group ring Z[G]. Denote by Da(G) the
normal subgroup of G determined by a:
Da(G) = G ∩ (1 + a):
If a=	
(G), then we write D
(G) for D	
(G). For a trivial G-module M , let  a(G;M)
denote the image of the inCation homomorphism
inf :H 2(G=Da(G); M)→ H 2(G;M):
It is easy to see that  a(G;M) = P	(Da(G))Z[G](G;M) ⊇ Pa(G;M).
Theorem 4. Let a be an ideal of Z[G] contained in 	(G) and Ja its image under the
natural map 	(G)→ 	(G=Da(G)). Then,
(a) P Ja(G=Da(G);T) = H 2(G=Da(G);T) implies that
Da	(G)(G): D	(G)a(G) ⊆ [Da(G); G];
(b) P Ja; Ja(G=Da(G);T) = H 2(G=Da(G);T) implies that
Da	(G)+	(G)a(G) = [Da(G); G]:
Proof. It is easy to see that [Da(G); G] ⊆ D	(G)a+a	(G)(G). Let us assume that
[Da(G); G] = 1; it clearly suHces to consider this case. Suppose a∈Da	(G)(G) in
case (a) (resp: a∈Da	(G)+	(G)a(G) in case (b)), a = 1. Then a∈Da(G) and we can
3nd a homomorphism

 :Da(G)→ T; 
(a) = 0:
Consider the following commutative diagram induced by 
, where the rows are central
extensions of groups
1 −−−−−→ Da(G) −−−−−→ G −−−−−→ G=Da(G) −−−−−→ 1




∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
1 −−−−−→ T −−−−−→ E −−−−−→ G=Da(G) −−−−−→ 1:
Choose a set of representatives w(g)∈G for the elements g∈G=Da(G) and let
W :G=Da(G)× G=Da(G)→ Da(G)
be the corresponding 2-cocycle:
W (g1; g2) = w(g1g2)−1w(g1)w(g2) g1; g2 ∈G=Da(G):
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By hypothesis the 2-cocycle 
(W (g1; g2)) :G=Da(G) × G=Da(G) → T is cohomolo-
gous to a normalized 2-cocycle f :G=Da(G) × G=Da(G) → T whose linear exten-
sion to Z[G=Da(G)] × Z[G=Da(G)] vanishes on Ja × Z[G=Da(G)] in case (a) and on
( Ja×Z[G=Da(G)])∪ (Z[G=Da(G)]× Ja) in case (b). We can therefore extend the homo-
morphism 
 to a map ’ :G → T whose linear extension to Z[G] vanishes on a	(G) in
case (a) and on a	(G)+	(G)a in case (b). Indeed, if * :G=Da(G)→ T is a correcting
normalized coboundary, i.e., *(1) = 0 and

(W (g1; g2)) = f(g1; g2) + *(g1 − 1)(g2 − 1) (g1; g2 ∈G=Da(G));
then set
’(zw(g)) = 
(z)− *(g) (g∈G=Da(G); z ∈Da(G)):
However, for such a map ’, we have ’(a)=0, and also ’(a)=
(a) = 0, a contradiction.
Hence Da	(G)(G) = 1 in case (a) and Da	(G)+	(G)a(G) = 1 in case (b).
Since P Ja(G=Da(G);T)l = P Ja(G=Da(G);T)r (Theorem 3), in case (a) it similarly
follows that D	(G)a(G) = 1.
For an arbitrary ordinal 
 taking a=	
(G) in Theorem 4(b), we have the following:
Corollary 1. If P	
(G=D
(G));	
(G=D
(G))(G=D
(G);T) = H 2(G=D
(G);T), then
D
+1(G) = [D
(G); G]:
Analogously working with Tp, the p-torsion subgroup of T, instead of T in the
proof of the Theorem 4, we have the following:
Corollary 2. If G is a p-group and P	
(G=D
(G));	
(G=D
(G))(G=D
(G);Tp) =
H 2(G=D
(G);Tp), then
D
+1(G) = [D
(G); G]:
Let us call an ideal a of Z[G] cohomologically concordant (CC-ideal) with respect
to an Abelian group M (regarded as a trivial G-module) if
Pa(G;M) =  a(G;M):
The preceding results show the usefulness of this notion in the study of normal
subgroups determined by ideals of Z[G]. If N is a normal subgroup of a group G,
then the two-sided ideal 	(N )Z[G] is a CC-ideal with respect to every Abelian group
M . Observe that 	2(G) is a CC-ideal with respect to T for any group G ([10], p. 66).
However, there exist groups G for which 	3(G) is not a CC-ideal with respect to T.
Example 1. Let  be a group with the following properties:  is nilpotent of class 3
and D4() = 1, i.e.,  is a nilpotent group of class three without dimension property
(for the existence of such groups see [4,15], or [5]). Let G==3(). Then D3(G)=
3(G) = 1, and therefore  	3(G)(G;T) = H 2(G;T), whereas P	3(G)(G;T) = H 2(G;T)
as can be seen from Theorem 4 applied to  with a= 	3().
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The following easy result relates the CC-property for an ideal a in Z[G] with respect
to a Abelian group M to the CC-property for its image in Z[G=Da(G)].
Proposition 1. Let a be a 2-sided ideal in 	(G) and Ja its image in 	(G=Da(G)), then
the natural map
 Ja(G=Da(G); M)=P Ja(G=Da(G); M)→  a(G;M)=Pa(G;M)
is an epimorphism for any Abelian group M regarded as a trivial G-module.
Proof. It is immediate from de3nitions that
H 2(G=Da(G); M) =  Ja(G=Da(G); M):
The result follows from the following commutative diagram:
H 2(G=Da(G); M) −−−−−−−−−−−−→  a(G;M)


 Ja(G=Da(G); M)=P Ja(G=Da(G); M) −→  a(G;M)=Pa(G;M):
As an immediate consequence we have the following:
Corollary 3. If Ja is a CC-ideal in Z[G=Da(G)] with respect to the Abelian group M,
then a is a CC-ideal in Z[G] with respect to M .
4. Trans"nite dimension subgroups
Our aim in this section is to study trans3nite dimension subgroups of nilpotent
groups. It is not known [14] whether for a nilpotent group G, D!(G) = 1. It has
been shown by Hartley (Theorem 2(c)) that D!(G) = D!(T ), where T is the torsion
subgroup of G. We prove that D!+1(T ) = 1 for any torsion nilpotent group T ; this
comes out as a consequence of the following:
Theorem 5. If G is a nilpotent p-group with D!(G) = 1, then
P	!(G);	!(G)(G;Tp) = H 2(G;Tp):
Proof. By Theorem 2(a) (see also ([3], Section 3), ([10], p. 99)),
	!(G) = 	(G(p))	(G);
where G(p) is the subgroup consisting of elements of in3nite p-height in G. Since
G(p) is contained in the center of G, we thus need to show that if
1→ Tp i→E j→G → 1
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is a central extension, then there exists a choice of representative of G in M such
that the corresponding 2-cocycle f :G × G → Tp, when extended to Z[G]× Z[G] by
linearity, vanishes on 	(G(p))	(G)× Z[G].
Let N = j−1(G(p)) and note that N is central in E. Therefore the extension
1→ Tp i→N j→G(p)→ 1
of Abelian groups splits, since Tp is divisible. Thus there exists a choice of representa-
tives u(z)∈E for the elements z ∈G(p) such that u(z) → z is a homomorphism. Write
H =G=G(p) and pick a set of representatives {w(h)}h∈H in G for the elements of H .
Then every element g∈G is uniquely expressible as g=w(h)z (h∈H; z ∈G(p)). Now
choose representatives ’(g) (g∈G) for the elements of G by picking ’(w(h)) (h∈H)
arbitrarily and taking, for g=w(h)z, ’(g) =’(w(h))u(z). It is then straightforward to
check that the resulting 2-cocycle f :G×G → Tp satis3es f(x; g)=0 for x∈G(p); g∈G,
and hence has the desired property.
Corollary 4. Let T be a torsion nilpotent group, then D!+1(T ) = 1.
Proof. Observe 3rst that it suHces to prove the result for nilpotent p-groups. Let T
be a nilpotent p-group. By Corollary 2, Theorem 5 and Theorem 2(c), D!+1(T ) =
[D!(T ); T ] = 1.
Notation. For subgroups H , K of the group G and natural number n de3ne [H; nK]
inductively as follows:
[H; 1K] = [H;K]; [H; (n+ 1)K] = [[H; nK]; K]:
We need the following:
Lemma 1. Let N be a normal subgroup in G, then
G ∩ (1 + 	nZ(G)	Z(N ) + 	Z(N )	Z(G)) = [N; N ] · [N; nG];
for all integers n¿ 1.
Proof. It is easy to see that
[N; N ] · [N; nG] ⊆ G ∩ (1 + 	nZ(G)	Z(N ) + 	Z(N )	Z(G)):
To see the reverse inclusion, we may clearly assume, without loss of generality, that
[N; N ] · [N; nG] = 1:
Let H = G=N . Suppose x∈G ∩ (1 + 	nZ(G)	Z(N ) + 	Z(N )	Z(G)) and x = 1. Since
N is Abelian, there exists a homomorphism 
 :N → T such that 
(x) = 0. Choose
a set of representatives w(h)∈G for the elements h∈H . Then every element g∈G
can be uniquely written as g = zw(h) (h∈H; z ∈N ); de3ne ’ :G → T by setting
’(g) = 
(z). It is then easy to check that the extension of ’ by linearity to Z[G]
vanishes on 	nZ(G)	Z(N )+	Z(N )	Z(G)), and so we have 
(x)=’(x)=’(x−1)=0,
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a contradiction. Hence
G ∩ (1 + 	nZ(G)	Z(N ) + 	Z(N )	Z(G)) = 1;
and the assertion is proved.
Notation: For an ideal a of Z[G], we de3ne ideals a(n), n¿ 0, inductively by setting
a(0) = a; a(n) = 	(G)a(n−1) + a(n−1)	(G) for n¿ 1:
Theorem 6. If G is a nilpotent group of class c, T its torsion subgroup and a =
	!(T )Z[G], then Da(c) (G) = 1.
Proof. We 3rst consider the case when T = Gp, the p-torsion subgroup of G.
Note that a ⊆ 	(Gp(p))Z[G], where Gp(p) denotes the subgroup consisting of ele-
ments of in3nite p-height in Gp (see [10, p. 84]). Therefore a(c) ⊆ (	(Gp(p))Z[G])(c)
⊆ 	c(G)	(Gp(p)) + 	(Gp(p))	(G). Consequently, by Lemma 1,
Da(c) (G) ⊆ [Gp(p); Gp(p)][Gp(p); cG] = 1;
since G is nilpotent of class c and Gp(p) lies in the centre of Gp(p).
The general result follows from the case considered above by applying it to the
quotients G=Gp′ , where Gp′ denotes the subgroup of G consisting of elements of order
prime to p.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 6 and 2(b).
Corollary 5. Let G be a nilpotent group of class c and T its torsion subgroup. If
there is no prime p such that (i) G=T contains a nontrivial element of in5nite p-height
and (ii) T contains an element of order p, then D!+c(G) = 1.
5. Rational augmentation powers
The situation when the coeHcients are in Q, the 3eld of rational numbers, turns out
to be much more de3nitive.
It is proved in [12] that for a nilpotent group G of class c which is either divisible or
torsion-free, Pc(G;Q) =H 2(G;Q). However, in fact, essentially the same proof works
in the general case. For a group G and commutative ring R, set
In;R(G) = G ∩ (1 + 	nR(G) + 	R(G)	R(1(G)));
where 1(G) is the center of G.
Theorem 7. For any nilpotent group G of class c¿ 1,
Pc(G;Q) = H 2(G;Q):
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Proof. For any central extention 1 → Q →  → G → 1, the group  is nilpotent
of class 6 c + 1; therefore, Dc+2;Q() is a torsion group by Theorem 1(i). By [12,
Theorem 3.2], Dc+2;Q() = Ic+2;Q(). Since
Q ∩ (1 + 	c+2Q () + 	Q()	Q(1()) ⊆ Ic+2;Q();
it follows that
Q ∩ (1 + 	c+2Q () + 	Q()	Q(Q)) = 1:
The assertion then follows from [13, Proposition 2.1].
The following result is an immediate consequence of the above theorem.
Corollary 6. For any group G and all n¿ 1 the augmentation powers 	n(G) are
CC-ideals with respect to Q, i.e.
P	n(G)(G;Q) =  	n(G)(G;Q):
As already noted, there exist nilpotent groups of class c with Pc(G;T) = H 2(G;T)
(Example 1). The following result gives an obstruction to this equality; this may be
compared with Corollary 3.5 in [12].
Corollary 7. Let G be a nilpotent group of class c¿ 1, then Pc(G;T) = H 2(G;T),
provided Ext(H2(G);Z) = 0.
Proof. Observe that the hypothesis implies that H 2(G;Q) → H 2(G;T) is an
epimorphism, and therefore the assertion follows from Theorem 7 and the following
commutative diagram:
H 2(G;Q)−−−−−→ H 2(G;T)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
	
Pc(G;Q) −→ Pc(G;T):
We next give a characterization for the equality
⋃∞
k=1 Pk(G;Q) = H 2(G;Q) to
hold.
Theorem 8. For a given group G, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i)
⋃∞
k=1 Pk(G;Q) = H 2(G;Q);
(ii) G cannot be presented as a quotient G = =N of some group  with
N ⊆ !;Q() ∩ 1() and having an element of in5nite order in N .
Proof. Suppose (i) holds and there exists a presentation satisfying the conditions of
(ii). Since N contains an element x, say, of in3nite order and N is Abelian, there exists
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a homomorphism f :N → Q such that f(x) = 0. Now the homomorphism f induces
the following commutative diagram:
1 −−−−−→ N −−−−−→  −−−−−→ G −−−−−→ 1
f


∥∥∥∥∥∥
1 −−−−−→ Q −−−−−→ E −−−−−→ G −−−−−→ 1;
for some central extension E of Q by G. We assert that the element 2 of H 2(G;Q)
classifying this central extension then does not lie in
⋃∞
k=1 Pk(G;Q). For, otherwise,
2∈Pn(G;Q) for some n¿ 1 and therefore the homomorphism f can be extended to a
map ’ : → Q whose linear extension vanishes on 	nQ()+	Q()	Q(1()) yielding
0 = ’(x − 1) = f(x), a contradiction.
Assume next that (ii) holds for G. Let 1→ Q→  → G → 1 be an extension which
represents a cohomology class not lying in
⋃∞
k=1 Pk(G;Q). Then by [13, Proposition
2.1], for every natural number n,
Q ∩ (1 + 	nQ() + 	Q()	Q(Q)) = 1:
It is then easy to see that Q lies in In;Q() = n;Q(), and we get a presentation for
G as =N satisfying the requirements of (ii), a contradiction.
We next examine the rational trans3nite dimension series.
Theorem 9. For any group G and natural number n
D!+n;Q(G) = !+n;Q(G):
Proof. It suHces to prove that D!+n;Q(G) ⊆ !+n;Q(G), the reverse inclusion being
easy to see.
Recall that 	!Q(G) = 	(!;Q(G))Q[G] (Theorem 1) and therefore D!+n;Q(G) ⊆
!;Q(G). Let g∈D!+n;Q(G). Then g∈ !;Q(G) and
g− 1∈	!+nQ (G) ⊆ 	nQ(G)	Q(!;Q(G)) + 	Q(!;Q(G)))	Q(G):
Therefore there exists an integer m¿ 0 such that
m(g− 1)∈	nZ(G)	Z(!;Q(G)) + 	Z(!;Q(G))	Z(G):
Since m(g− 1) = gm − 1mod	2Z(!;Q(G)), it follows that
gm − 1∈	nZ(G)	Z(!;Q(G)) + 	Z(!;Q(G))	Z(G)):
Hence, by Lemma 1, gm ∈ [!;Q(G); !;Q(G)] · [!;Q(G); nG]. Now it is easy to see
that [!;Q(G); nG] and [!;Q(G); !;Q(G)] are both contained in !+n;Q(G). Therefore
g∈ !+n;Q(G) and the proof is complete.
Remark 1. The behavior of the rational augmentation powers is closely related to that
of the rational lower central series; for instance, as is clear from the preceding theorem,
or even otherwise, !;Q(G) = !+1;Q(G) if and only if 	!Q(G) = 	
!+1
Q (G).
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It is clearly of interest to characterize the trans3nite nilpotence of the augmentation
ideal. It is known that if 1→ N → F → G → 1 is a non-cyclic free presentation of the
group G, then 	!(G) = 0 if and only if !(F=[N; N ]) = 1 [9]. We note that essentially
the same proof as in [9] yields the following:
Remark 2. Let 1 → N → F → G → 1 be a non-cyclic free presentation of the
group G, and 
 an ordinal number not less than !. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) J	
R(G) = 0;
(ii) 
;R(F=[N; N ]) = 1,
where R is Z or Q and { J	
R(G)} is the series of right augmentation powers of G
over R.
To conclude this section we give an example of a group G such that
	!+1Q (G) = J	!+1Q (G);
where J	!+1Q (G) = 	
!
Q(G)	Q(G), and consequently
	!Q(G)	Q(G) = 	Q(G)	!Q(G):
Example 2. Consider the fundamental group GK of the Klein bottle, namely GK =
〈a; b | aba−1b= 1〉. We claim that 	!+1Q (GK) = J	!+1Q (GK).
Observe that b is a generalized periodic element (i.e., b is periodic modulo every
term of the lower central series of GK), the cyclic subgroup 〈b〉 is normal in GK and
GK=〈b〉 is cyclic. Therefore it follows that !;Q(GK)=〈b〉 and !+1;Q(GK)=
√
[〈b〉;GK ]=√〈b2〉 =√〈b〉 = 〈b〉. Therefore, by Remark 1, 	!+1Q (GK) = 	!Q(GK) = J	!Q(GK), and
hence
	
Q(GK) = 	Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ];
for all ordinals 
¿!.
If 	!+1Q (GK) were equal to J	
!+1
Q (GK), then clearly the right augmentation powers
J	
Q(GK) would also stabilize at ! and equal 	Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ] for all 
¿!, and so we
would have, in particular, J	2!Q (GK)=	Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ]. However, we claim that J	2!Q (GK)=
	2Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ](= 	Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ]). For, let z ∈ J	2!Q (GK). Then, for every natural number
n¿ 1, we can write z= (1− b)zn with zn ∈	nQ(GK). Since the element b is of in3nite
order, we must have zn = zm for all m; n. Therefore z ∈ (	!Q(GK))2 = 	2Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ]
and so it follows that J	2!Q (GK) = 	
2
Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ]. Hence
	!+1Q (GK) = J	!+1Q (GK):
The group GK provides an example to show that Remark 2 does not hold in general
for the trans3nite augmentation powers 	
Q(G). Let 1 → N → F → GK → 1 be a
free presentation of GK with F = 〈a; b |5〉 and N the normal closure of aba−1b in F .
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We have examined the augmentation powers of GK in Example 2 above. Proceeding
as above one can show that J	nwQ (GK) = 	
n
Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ] = 0 for all natural numbers
n¿ 1; whereas, J	!
2
Q (GK) = 	
!
Q(〈b〉)Q[GK ] = 0. Consequently it follows, by Remark
2, that 
;Q(F=[N; N ]) = 1 for 
¡!2 and !2 ;Q(F=[N; N ]) = 1. On the other hand,
	!
2
Q (GK) = 	
!
Q(GK) = 0.
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